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Abstract:  At the big or metropolitan city in Indonesia, road infrastructure development just 
based on service demand approach or known as “trip follow the trade” approach . 
Consequently of this approach is land use changed that cannot able to control by the regulator, 
we call those land use changed is  “ribbon development”. The other effect of this approach is 
agglomeration in economy and activity happened. As the result is utility of certain region is 
very different among the others and in-efficiently of the commuting trip in the city.  Based on 
this reason we need a kind of approach that can make all of the region utility will be uniform. 
 
As the analyse method, we use the Analythical Hierarchy Process (AHP) Method,. The 
intention or the objective of this analysis is optimization region utility by finding the strategic 
or model that can use to choose the priority of road development alternatives among the 
alternatives that have been planned. The direction of this strategic is efficiently in road 
development and equilibrium in utility of all region or region in the city, as the optimization 
criteria. Consideration to choosen the criteria is depend on the objective of this analysis. 
 
As the objective of the study that explained above, construct the hierarchy, determine the 
actor (decision maker), Criteria chosen based on initial survey, and then we calculated the 
weighted of  the criteria with standard procedure of AHP. So we have linear model of utility 
function based on the weighted of each criteria.       
 
In this research we get the criteria that influence decision maker to determine the priority are 
ratio of Bussiness density, ratio of population density , ratio of accessibility to Central 
Bussiness District and ratio of average accessibility to other regions. The accessibility is trip 
time that generated by four step transportation model.  
 
Key Words : Optimization, Land Use, Decision Criteria, Accessibility and Road 

Development. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 
Road infrastructure development approach that arrange by government recently just based on 
level of service of the road. Road improvement has taken on the road with low level of service 
that indicated with traffic congestion.  This approach is based on principal that supply service 
on demand or well known with “ship follow the trade”.  Consequence of this approach is 
accessibility of centre region become better and the other side the region with bad 
accessibility become worst, the demand on centre of region become higher as consequnce of 
the better accessibility to the centre of the region or well known with “trade follow the ship.” 
 
Improvement of road infrastructure has given impact “ribbon development” that growing of 
demand or land use changed on the side of the road that improved. Land use changed has 
direction to the more intensive land use like residential area change become to bisnis area  as 
trade centre or office centre. Land use development on the side of the road will decreasing 
level of service of that road and so on. The other impact of recent approach is region utility on 
the centre relatively more higher then the other location of the region. 
 
Based on those problem, we can get conclusion that need the other approach on road 
infrastructure development that approach isn’t based just on level of service of the road but 
either consideration on some criterion such as level of land use density, trip generation and 
attraction and accessibility of the regions. 
 
 
2.AHP METHOD AS ANALYSIS APPROACH 
 
Determination analysis of road network priority was choosen involve with some decision 
maker and some criterion thet would be consideration by objective to improve road network 
that can give efficiently in traffic movement and equilibrium on region utility in the city.  The 
priority that chosen based on alternatives that offer in the analysis. Result of that analysis is 
the decision that the of the city road network that has priority to improve. The decision isn’t 
depend on the problem that want to solve and the actors that involve but either the interaction 
from the following stage as definion of criteria, preference model, definition problem and 
aplication of decision method (Vincke, 1989).     

  
 The reasoning of AHP (Analytical of Hierarchy Process) become the analysis method in this 

case is because AHP can describe decision making process by human and AHP is one of the 
method that can give logically consintency in determination of priority road development. 
Human have capability to act  of determining relation between object or between thinking 
until it will be come coheren that the object or that thinking become well relate each other and 
its relation show the consistency (Saaty, 1994).  AHP ally between judgement and personal 
evalution in logical manner that depend on the personal experience to stucture modelling 
hierarchy (Syanti,2002).  

 
 The objective of this analysis is to get the strategy for determination priority of road network 

that need to improve, with AHP analysis to reach some goals as : 
- Road improvement can do efficiently with not any problem that appear that can load 

that road network on the next time. 
- The development still doing until reach even distribution development on the whole 

city region (utility even distribution) that we call region optimization.    
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 AHP method is the method that able to solve the multi objective problem and multi criteria 
based on comparison preference from each element in funtional hierarchy. Structure of 
determination on road improvement priority as shown in figure 1 as follows.  
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Figure  1: Structure of Determination Road Infrastructure Priority   

 
 Criteria on the figure 1 above got from prelimenary survey that will be describe after this. 

Based on analysis with AHP method then get solution problem alternatives consist of  
determination of link of road that will be improve (do something) and do not improve any 
road (do nothing).  Methodolology of problem solution shown in figure 2 as follows.    
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Figure 2. Metodology of Problem Solution 
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 At figure 2 above that can see from analysis of prelimenary survey is determination of criteria 
and from analysis of main survey is determination of weighted of each criteria that as 
coeficient of the utility model. 

  
 
3.DETERMINATION OF ACTORS AND CRITERIA 
 
Decision maker in this case is policy maker on development road network infrastructure that 
is dinas Tata Kota and dinas Pemukiman dan Prasarana Wilayah (Kimpraswil).  Criteria must 
be include all of the consideration of the two Indonesia government body above to 
determination priority of road improvement. Criteria must consider of area of influence from 
the choice and the impact of the period. Basicaly, criteria can has quantitative or qualitative 
characteristic (Saaty, 1994) such as :  
- attainability criteria 
- veto/sieve criteria  
- desirability criteria    
 
Attainability criteria is operational criteria, sieve criteria is to get and to choose criteria and 
desirability citeria is to reach the objective of the analysis. 
 
One of criteria’s characteristic is its relation with the key problem that faced. Every criteria 
must answer one of the important question about how good that alternative will can solve the 
problem faced. Criteria use to compare impact that be estimated will appear from every 
alternative that exist. 
 
Besides of that need to consider the following item to determination criteria as the coeficien 
model as : 

- Linierity effect 
- Appropriate the value of criteria that can give realism exist condition. 
- Caused by accessibility is relative measurement that accessibility has ratio scale.    

 
Determination of criteria can do deductive (from general condition to specific condition)or 
inductive (from specific condition to general condition) or combination of both, the criteria 
that got from prelimenary survey shown in table 1. We can see from tbale 1 all of the criteria 
has ratio scale that caused by certain region utility is relative of the other region utility in the 
same city. 
  
Table 1 : Criteria and their direction with region utility 

Criteria Description Direction with 
region utiliy 

RAC Ratio travel time to city centre by average travel time all region to city centre 
 

 
Negative 

RAT Ratio average travel time to each region by average travel time in the city.  
 

 
Negative 

RBP   Ratio Trip generation by average trip generation in the city Positive 

RTP  Ratio trip attraction by average trip attraction in the city Positive 

RKP        Ratio residential density by residential density planning  Positive 

RKB  Ratio employment density by employment density planning Positive 
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4.DETERMINATION WEIGHTED OF CRITERIA 
 
The method  approach to calculate  weighted of criteria or the coeficient of region utility 
equation, are : 

- Preference analysis or stated preference 
- Behavioural analysis atau revealed preference 
- Direct System 
- Indirect System 

  
Saaty, 1994  decided quantitaive scale from 1 to 9 to evaluate comparison level of urgency 
one element from others as shown in table 2. 

  
Table 2 : Comparison of level of urgency 

Intensity 
of 

Urgency  

Description 

1 Both element have same level of important 
3 Certain element little more important than the other 
5 Certain element more important than the other 
7 Certain element clear more important than the other 
9 Certain element absolutly more important than the other 

2,4,6,8 Value between the above value 
ViceVersa  If activity i has value than activity j so activity has value vice versa from 

activity i 
Source : Kadarsah (1998). 
 
From main survey by stated preference questionaire each actor take apart in determination 
land use policy by ranking scale. Intensity of urgency is  level of urgency certain criteria from 
other criteria. Priority value is total value of certain criteria that has normalisation. Coeficient 
of utility model got from average of ranking value of all actors.   
 
 
5.CRITERIA SELECTION 
 
To optimalize AHPm usage, need initial selection of the criteria that have chosen. Maggie 
C.Y. Tam and VMR Tummala introduce the method to ensure level of urgency of criteria is 
call Cut Off method. Based on this method evaluation of this criteria consist of three part, if 
certain criteria is very important has score three, more important has score two and less 
important has score one (Tam & al, 2001). Evalution conducted by questionaire that 
distributed to all actors. The criteria that has score less than cut off score will eliminated from 
analysis. Calculation of  Cut Off Score by formula as shown at equation 1.     
 

  Cut Off Score    =  (maximum score + minimum score)/2              (1) 
 
 Criteria that has score more than cut off score as shown in the table 3. At table 3 we can see 

there are four criteria that have score more than cut off score. Those criteria be continued to 
analyse and will be atribute in utility model. 
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Table 3 : Criteria Selection 

Criteria Very 
Important 

Important Less 
Important 

Total 
Score 

Total 
Evaluator 

Average 

RAC 2 4 - 14 6 2,33 
RAT 3 2 1 14 6 2,33 
BP - 2 4 8 6 1,33 
TP 1 3 2 11 6 1,83 

RKP 4 2 - 16 6 2,67 
RKB 3 3 - 15 6 2,50 

 
 
 Cut Off  Score =  (2,67 + 1,33)/2  = 2,00      
 
From that cut off score criteria BP (trip generation) and TP (trip attraction)  must be out of the 
model because their average score less than 2. Then residual criteria are RKP, RKB, RAC and 
RAT as atribute region utility equation as shown in equation 2. 
 
 
 
     SW = β1.RKP + β2.RKB + β3.ACBD + β4.AT              (2) 
 
Where : 
RKP = Ratio residential density by residential density planning 
RKB = Ratio employment density by employment density planning  
RAC = Ratio travel time to city centre by average travel time all region to city centre 
RAT = Rasio average travel time to each region by average travel time in the city 
β1 …β6 = coeficient of model 
 
 
6. DETERMINATION OF MODEL COEFICIENT 
 
After determination of criteria model then be continued by determination weighted of criteria 
as coeficient region utility equation. Procedure to determination of coeficient model start from 
make comparison matrics of criteria as shown in table 4 below. 
 
Table 4 : Comparison Matrics of Criteria 

Kriteria RAC RAT RKP RKB 
RAC 1 0,667 0,277 0,360 
RAT 1,667 1 0,360 0,443 
RKP 3,610 2,778 1 0,943 
RKB 2,778 2,257 1,833 1 
Total 9,055 6,702 3,470 2,746 

 
 After  comparison matrics of criteria be continued by  matrics of normalisation criteria as 

shown in table 5.  
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Table 5 : Matrics Normalisation of Criteria 

Kriteria RAC RAT RKP RKB Jumlah Rata-rata 
RAC 0,111 0,100 0,080 0,131 0,422 0,106 
RAT 0,184 0,149 0,104 0,161 0,598 0,150 
RKP 0,399 0,415 0,288 0,343 1,445 0,361 
RKB 0,307 0,337 0,528 0,364 1,536 0,384 

  
Weighted of each criteria is priority vector that calculated from average, that is RAC = 
10,6%  , RAT = 15,0% , RKP = 36,1%  dan RKB = 38,4%. 
 
 
7. CONSISTENCY TEST 
 
After we get the coeficient of region utility equation, then be continued by consistency test to 
see level of consistency of coeficient. Saaty decide that comparison matrics is consistent if 
consistency ratio (CR) not more than 0.1 or 10%. CR value is ratio between consistency index 
(CI) by random index (RI).  
 
Step of calculation Consistency Index as follows : 

- Multiply comparison matrics by its priority vector. 
- Divide each cell of vector by each cell of its priority vector  

 
 Then find Λmax  : 

    Λmax = 24,4
4

372,4219,4180,4189,4
=

+++  

    
Calculate Consistency Index (CI) : 
 

    CI = 08,0
14

424,4
1

max =
−
−

=
−
−

n
λ n  

 
Finally calculate Consistency ratio (CR) : 

 

    CR = 072,0
11,1
08,

=
RI

0
=

CI  

 
CR is less than 0.10 that is mean the coeficient is consistent and the actors as the decision 
maker have given the consistent value of the criteria. So the region utility equation as shown 
in equation 3 below.  
 
  SW = 0,361.RKP + 0,384 .RKB - 0,106.RAC - 0,15.RAT                 (3) 
 

 RKP and RKB as  variable that shown land use growth,  RAC and RAT as variable that 
shown travel growth. 

 The difference sign of land use variable and travel variable shown the competion of strategic 
demand promoting and demand servicing. 
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  Application of this region utility equation to give even distribution of utility to all region in 
the city through improvement road infrastructure. Consequency of this strategic is distribution 
of population and employment will be traverse all of the region in the city. 

  
 
9.CONCLUSION  
 

- Perception of both dinas as actors are near the same of criteria that influence priority 
of improvement road infrastructure. 

- Priority of road infrastructure improvement more influencing by region density than 
level of service of the road. 

- By this strategic equilibrium in region utility in the city can be reached. 
 
 
10. RECOMMENDATION 
 

- Scope of actors can be wider with participant of parlement and non government 
officer that has relation with the problem.   

- The equation of utility region is better based on scale of the city. 
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